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SYNOPSIS

Although there is a growíng body of críticism on Thomas Pynchon, partícularly
in American líÈerary journals, Èhere are very few studies which aÈtempt a

meÈhodology to explain the major aims of his three novels. Instead, partícular
aspects have been isolated for discussion, and generally these also tend Ëo

focus on one or other of the works. My research therefore, offers a reading

which, while allowing the novels Èo be discussed for their individual differences'

concentrates on the common thematic pattern which does not c.hange.

Metaphor is the single most significant aspect of Pynchonrs writing. His

novels not only include a system of metaphors that extend and enrich the meaníng

of the action, but are themselves thematícally concerned wj-th metaphor as a structure

of experience. Thus a distinction exists between Èhe metaphors of the text

and the message ín the text about metaphor. Obviously the two are closely

linked; individual metaphors illustrate Pynchonrs theories about metaphor, while

his ideas about structure influence the kind of metaphors used.

As a r¿riter himselfrone of Pynchonts concerns is with the literary use of metaphor

as the primary analytical and descriptive unit. He closely identífies this

wíth the general problem of interpretation, which he characteristically illustrates

with examples drawn from literary criticism and more parËícularly, the Puritansr

interpretative use of the Bible to uncover Godts design.

The central theme of all the novels is that of the arrangement of knowledge.

Pynchonrs major characters are all engaged on quests r¿hich involve an inter-

pretation of events and signs around them. As they struggle to order an

essentially mysterious and hostile world - manmade and natural - they encounÈer

various ways of perceivj-ng. One of the most imporÈanÈ of these is the scientifíc,

and Ít ís Pynchonts use of science r¿hich makes his work unique even in the fiction

of the sixties. Scíentific explanation is an extremely important means of

strucÈuring the universe. Several of Pynchonts characters learn from scientifíc

analogy as a further example of the fertility of metaphorical thinkíng.

The thírd imporËant region is that of historícal explanaÈion. The perception

of the past strongly infl-uences the view of the present, which in turn pre-

disposes human beings to certain kinds of action. Events have no meaning, it



is the analysis of them, and the influence on them of analysis, which gives

human hístory a meaning. WiËh such a view, it is Pynehonfs feelíng that our

commonly held beliefs have a more arbitrary aspect than is generally accepted.

pynchonrs radical and pessimisËic vision of the twentieth century is contained

withín his use of metaphor, whích reveals his view of the importance of inter-
pretation and perceptíon. In this study, I have attempted to show how Èhis

works through each nove1, as well as díscussíng ít as the major preoccupation

of all of Pynchonts work to date.

The fírst chapÈer introduces some aspects of metaphor, and looks at some of the

criÈicism that has sought a simple explanation for Pynchonfs novels. The next

three chapters deal in turn r¿ith the novels, in chronologícal order: V, The

Crvins of Lot 49, Gravi I s Rainbow. The conclusíon briefly places the novels

ln a contempoïary context and suggests some critícal problems in Èheir

evaluation.
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A77 at once I understood how iLLusions and

mistaken identìties give tise to metaphot-

I guess one of the reasons I've nevet been a

verg good private detective is that I spend

too much time dreaming of BabgTon.

Peter Handke Short LetÈer, Long Farewell

RÍchard Brautígan Dreamíng of Babylon




